philosopher of the twentieth century. In this collection a panel of distinguished political philosophers critically explore the intellectual legacy of Rawls. The essays herein engage Rawls’s political theorizing from his earliest published writings in the 1950s to his final publication in 2001, and provide a full and accurate account of his work, from foundational arguments to the more mature ones. The book is a valuable resource for philosophers, policy makers, students, and interested lay readers.

Women, Reading, Kroetsch: Telling the Difference is a book of both practical and theoretical criticism. Some chapters are feminist deconstructive readings of a broad range of the writings of Canadian postmodernist poet-critic-novelist Robert Kroetsch, from But We are Exiles to Completed Field Notes. Other chapters self-consciously examine the history and possibility of feminist deconstruction and feminist readings of Kroetsch’s writing by analyzing Kroetsch, Derrida, and Freud on subjectivity and sexuality: Neuman, Hutcheon, and van Herk on Kroetsch. As such, the book speaks out of and about a number of contemporary theoretical discourses, including particular positions within Canadian literary criticism, feminism, postmodernism, and poststructuralism. Written by a woman reader whose theoretical and methodological orientations are both feminist and poststructuralist. Women, Reading, Kroetsch: Telling the Difference problematizes notions of writing, reading, gender, sexuality, and subjectivity in and through Robert Kroetsch’s writings. In this critical study of one writer’s work the author also challenges the traditionally subservient relationship of reader to text and so empowers the feminist reader as well as, if not rather than, the male writer.

Constitutionalizing Criminal Law calls for an overhaul of the way the Supreme Court of Canada has developed the relationship between criminal and constitutional law. The court has relied heavily on its power to constitutionalize principles of "fundamental justice" under section 7 of the Charter. In so doing, it employs both principles of criminal law theory and instrumental rationality. The court less frequently invokes enumerated Charter rights when striking down criminal laws. This book persuasively argues that the court should abandon the use of instrumental rationality and constitutionalize principles of criminal law theory only when an unjust criminal law cannot be struck down using an enumerated right.

Aboriginal Peoples and the Law: Bradford Morse 1985-02-13

The Political Role of Courts in Modern Democracies is a comprehensive overview of this essential component of modern governance and featuring helpful definitions of key concepts and further reading; this book is essential reading for all students of public policy, administration and management. Issues in Party and Election Finance in Canada provides an up-to-date analysis of the political finance policy environment in Canada and features an extensive review of the literature on political finance, including elections, fundraising, and spending. The book provides a critical analysis of the political finance system in Canada, and identifies areas for future research. The book is an essential resource for students, researchers, and practitioners interested in political finance.

Designing Public Policies: Howlett seeks to examine in detail the range of substantive and procedural policy instruments that together comprise the toolbox from which governments select specific tools expected to resolve policy problems. Guiding students through the study of the instruments used by governments in carrying out their tasks, adapting to, and altering, their environments, this book: Discusses several current trends in instrument use often linked to factors such as globalization and the increasingly networked nature of modern society. Considers the principles behind the selection and use of specific types of instruments in contemporary government. Evaluates in detail the merits, demerits and rationales for the use of specific organization, regulatory, financial and information-based tools and the trends visible in their use Addresses the issues of instrument mixes and their (re)design in a discussion of the future research agenda on policy design. Providing a comprehensive overview of this essential component of modern governance and featuring helpful definitions of key concepts and further reading; this book is essential reading for all students of public policy, administration and management. Issues in Party and Election Finance in Canada provides an up-to-date analysis of the political finance policy environment in Canada and features an extensive review of the literature on political finance, including elections, fundraising, and spending. The book provides a critical analysis of the political finance system in Canada, and identifies areas for future research. The book is an essential resource for students, researchers, and practitioners interested in political finance.

Crosscurrents: Mark William Charton 2002 Turn your classroom into a forum for debate and discussion with the fourth edition of Crosscurrents! With its lively and effective yes/no debate format, Crosscurrents continues to provide students with a stimulating collection of essays that encourages the development of critical thought and analytic skills involving major issues of the day. The authors frame issues with well-written introductory essays and postscripts to further enhance the experience.Crosscurrents addresses major political issues in Canada and elsewhere, and contains debates on hot topics such as aboriginal self-government, changes to the electoral system, health care, school choice and many more! This is an ideal text to assign for tutorials and an optimal starting point for alternative resources and research.
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